


  Info. 

The SILSTAR is a leader in liquid adhesives, and LACE WIG Bond Series continues that elite tradition.  
The Lace wig bond line of liquid adhesives stands up to oily scalps, heavy perspiration and high humidity with a reinvigorated formula 
that provides four to five weeks of reliable hold time.  
It is formulated to absorb light, providing an undetectable front hairline in the most vulnerable situations 
Specially designed for high temperatures and humidity, heavy perspiration and oily scalps to give a reliable bond regardless of the 
conditions. 
The Lace wig replacement adhesive by SILSTAR provides your skin with a less need for the product than other brands. 



  Ingredients 

-LACE WIG BOND(40g) 
*POLY ACRYLIC ACID ESTER 
*PURIFIED WATER 
*NON IONIC SURFACTANT 
 
-LACE WIG BOND REMOVER(60ml) 
*PARAFFIN DISTULLATE ALPHATIC HYDROCARBON  
*DIETHYLENGLYCOL MONOBUTHYL ETHER ACETATE 
*EHTYL ACETATE 
*NON IOINIC SURFACTANT 
 

  Product Line 

Product Name 

  1. LACE WIG BOND DIAMOND (HOLD BALANCED)_40g 

  2. LACE WIG BOND PLATINUM (FAST CURING)_40g 

  3. LACE WIG BOND GOLD (ABSOLUTE HOLD)_ 40g 

  4. LACE WIG BOND REMOVER (EFFORTLESS)_60ml 

  5. SCALP PROTECTOR_60ml 

 



  Key Selling Point 

-LACE WIG BOND(40g)  

High Performance and Safety First Priority Adhesive 

Perfect for Full Lace wigs, Lace Front wigs, 360 wigs. 

Ideal glue color_ white glue turns transparent in 30 seconds. 

Super Stronghold for 4~5 weeks after applying your hair system 

No odor and Non-Toxic/Paraben Free/Latex Free 

Moisture /Humidity/Water/Oil resistant 

Worry free for swimming, working out and heavy perspiration 

3 Different Viscosity & Bonding Power & Drying Speed(Gold/Diamond/Platinum) 
 

 

-LACE WIG BOND REMOVER(60ml) 

Clean removal & Wig Re-usable 

Even though SILSTAR adhesive's ultra bond has a bold hold and best bonding power, 

 it comes off easily with the use of our Lace wig remover product.  

So it will slide off ONLY when you're ready and it is completely edged safe! 



  Cautions 

-LACE WIG BOND(40g) 
*24months self-life time 
*Keep away from children 
 
-LACE WIG BOND REMOVER(60ml) 
*24months self-life time 
*Test on arms or leg before use 
*If a reaction occurs do not proceed 
*Do not apply on irritated skin 
*Do not apply on open wound 
*Keep away from children 
 

  How to Use 

1. Shake well. Make sure to remove all oil and make up residue on the application area 
 
2. Apply a thin layer of the adhesive evenly around the hairline. 
 
3. Allow drying until tacky(approx. 30 seconds). 
    Apply lace wig on application area and press for 1 minute or until firmly in place. 
 
4. For extra strength,  allow up to 5 layers. Each layer must be clear before adding the next layer.  
 
5. You may use in conjunction with Bold Hold Lace Tape for the Ultimate Hold. 



-LACE WIG BOND REMOVER(60ml) 
*For External Use Only 
*Clean Removal 
*With Easy 
*Effortless 



SKIN PROTECTOR (60ml) 
 
• Fast Drying 
• Preventing Irritation 
• Long Lasting  Adhesion 
• Skin & Scalp Protection 
• Lace Wig / Weave  / Hair Piece 



Thank you. 


